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SUMMARY

An ana.lyti hua be-enmade lqItheh?ACA oj~hee~ectaof h.eui
and compressibility in the @w through the internal q18temsof
aircraft. Equ.aiion.sand chartgare developedwh.twebythe @w
characteristti al key stutti in a typi.cd in#ermdq@vn may
be readi?y obtained. The e$tzts of comprami.bility (dtnwi.ty
change) werefully accoutied for and werefound to be important
a4 prewntday $ighi conditions, partiind.arlyat high a.Wuoh.
Particularattentionw* to thejow chungeaacro88radi.dors
and air-coolqi engina. It is 8h0WlLhi very high Mach
numberg ui?i?be aitahed wiihin the jiw of exi.sti~ aix-coold
tm@wc if reguired cooling b to be maintained & altitude.
The d&y dememe and the pr888we drop across %diu.tcrsand
eng?”neaare 8h0wn to be co?widerablygreater than the ra.?u.e+?
compuiedon the basis of an incompramibleJ?OW. The equaii.mw
AOw thul when a Mach number of 1.0 ti reuchedat any 8t&un
of the intema.1q@em, the @w becomeschoked and any further
reduation of odd premure W-U not increme the @ &.
Tlw addiiion of hat hud a throttlinge$ect on the @w rde and
led to choking ai lower ra$txofjbw.

Te8t8ofa I.%in.chdiam4m ram-jet type of prqnd-shn q@m
ting an elech+ca-1heating deviceto add heat to the interm+l*
haoe been made in the Langlq 8-foot high-speed wind tunnel
throu@out a Mach number range of 0.3 to 0.76. The rmw%
showed thd th?m+?aauredthrw?tt?and th.emmz?e@it?nO& Ch8t?4/
approachxi theidealdwa for thti type of propu&ion q@m.
Metirenwntg oj the @w detai?.sat variow &z&nuI of the
interred q@3m were compared with calcul@ons based on one-
dimensionul compn~~”blejow theory, and excellent weemeni
was obtaiwd.

In regard to the propuikke e~ect due to heating the internul
@w, the thermal ejicienq of the energy-recmq cycle w
8h0wn to depend mah?~ on the ratw of the stuti.cpretwure in
t?wduct behind tb radiaior to the dream tiic premure. To a
lemer tzrtent,the thermal ejbiency vxw gomrned ~ the Mach
number of the duct jaw and bg the rde of h&ng; increaws in
eii%er of thae ~ntiiies tamed decremwx in the thermal
e~”-.

INTRODUCTION

Tlm operating speeds and the altitudes attained by
modern aircraft have advanced to the point where the use of
simple incompressible-flow relations in the design of internal
ducts and cooling systems results in large errors in the
determination of the internal-flow characteristics. A more
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comprehensive analysis employing compressible-flow rela-
tions, therefore, is required in order to compute accurately
the conditions at each station within the duct, the pressure
drop across the radiator, the internal mass flow, and the
variation of the internal-flow characteristics with the addi-
tion of heat. The eilects of the addition of heat to the
internal flow are also of importance because of the pos-
sibility of obttig appreciable thrust power from the
internal system.

References 1 and 2, which are representative of the numer-
ous theoretical analyses comprisii most of the previous
work in this field, were concerned mainly with evaluating
the net force resulting from the flow through the engine-
cooling system. b these earlier analysea it was usually not
necessary to compute the internal-flow characteristics in
great detail and it was possible to neglect, in part, the effects
of compressibility (density changes). A more comprehen-
sive general discussion of the cooling-@em air flow was .
given in reference 3 but. the details of the flow relations
involved were not shown.

In the present investigation a theoretical ardysis of the
flow details at key stations in a typical system was made.
The effects of compreeaibility and of heating were accounted
for up to Mach numbers of 1.0. Results of this analysis
are presented in part I of the investigation in the form of
charta and working equations that can be readily applied
in practice.

Of great interest are the designs of internal flow systems
that employ much higher rates of heating than are normally
found in the cooling systems alone. The effectiveness of
such designs dependa on the thermal efficiency of the process
whereby heat is converted into thrust power. For this
reason, one of the principal’ purposes of this investigation
was to study analytieilly the energy-recovery prpcess and
to determine by experiment how closely the ideal thermal
efficiimcy could be approached in a typical system.

An experimental investigation of an idealized ram-jet
propulsion system was conducted in the S-foot high-speed
wind tunnel at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora-
tory in March 1941. The object of the present tests was to
provide experimental data to establish the validity of the
analytical results of part I, particularly with reference to the
conversion of heat energy to thrust power. The results of
these teati~are pr~ented in part Il. ,
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The body used in this irnwatigation was d@ned to con-
form closely with the duct arrangement asmnned in the anal-
ysis given in part I. Heat was added by a speciallj con-
structed radiator causing negligible blockage of the duct
flow and insignificant friction loss. This manner of adding
heat minimized the fie hazd in the wind tunnel and
eliminated the combustion problem that would have existed
if fuel were burned in the duct. The amount of heat added
(16Q krv max.} produced a thrust equal to about 40 percent
of the drag of the test body at M=o.76. This rateof heating,
although lower than the rates obtainable by combustion of
fuel, was large enough to permit accurate measurements of
the thrust and other effects of heating to be obtained and
thus to provide the basis for significant comparisons with the
analytical investigation.
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SYMBOLS

area, square feet
velocity of sound, feet per second

~-’ow~m’en’(z%) or($)
D

()
internal-drag coefficient —

@

()
internatdrag-coeflitient increment =

!@’

drag coefficient of radiatir tube
()&

D
radiator drag coefficient

d)2
speciiic heat at constant pr=e (for air 0.24

Btu/lb~F)
net drag due to internal flow, pounds .
internal-drag increment, pounds
drag force due to fiction within the radiator tubes,

pounds
total dmg force acting on the radiator, pounds
duct diameter, inches
masimum fuselage crew-section area, square feet

(1.009 for model tested)
acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/sed)
heat added, Btu per second
total pressure, pounds per square foot absolute
total-pressure 10s9,pounds per square foot
mechanical equivalent of heat (778 ftJb/Btu)
kinetic energy, foot+pounds
over-all length of fuselage, inckx
distance from nose, inch=
Mach number (o/a)
mhs-flow rate, slugs per second

()
presmmecoefficient ~

static pressure, ponncJsper square foot absolute
static-pressure decrense, pounds per square foot
quantity of flow, cubic feet per second

dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot
()
;pv

gas constant, feet per’°F (for air, 53.3)
radius, inches

T
T
At

v,

u

x

temperature, ‘F absolute
thrust, pounds
temperature change, “F
free-strem velocity, feet per second
velocity within duct, feet per second
distance from leading edge of respective sections,. .

inches
ratio of specfic heats (for air, 1.40)
heat-cycle efficiency (equation (31))
mechanical-efficiency factor (equation (33))
propukive efficiency (CR6K)(equation (32))
density, slugs per cubic foot
Wuser efficiency
compressibility factor

%–l+y+!g+g . “ “.( !z )
Subscripts:

oto5

;

f
i
r
Ts
ra
t

stations in internal flow system shown in figu ro 1
test condition without heat
value at any station in duct
friction component
low speed, incompressible-flow condition
condition across the radiator or heating device
withiq the radiator at the tube entrances
within the radiator at the tube exits
condition within the radiator tubes

A prime after a symbol indicates the condition without
heat but with same mass flow as with heat.

I. ANALYSIS OF INTERNAL FLOW’ SYSTEMS

CALCULATION OF THE FLOW CEAEACTEE19TIC9 AT KEY STATIONSIN
A TYPICAL INTEENAL FLOW SYSTEM

In the design of efficient aircraft, the flow characteristics
(static prasure, density, and velocity) must be computed
at several key stations in each internal flow system. The
objects of such calculations are to determine the state of’ the
air entering the radiatom, the prwswres available for cooling,
the flow changes across the heating device, the net drag or
propulsive force due to the internal flow, and the required
sizes of hdet and outlet openings. It will be shown that
under present-day operating conditions compressibility
effects and the secondaxy effects of heating cannot be neg-
lected in the calculations.

Methods will be presented for analyzing the internal flow
system that will account for the effects of heating and
compressibility and will yet be simple to use. Elimination
of much of the mathematical work will be effected through
solution of the more cumbersome equations in chart form.
The methods presented are generally applicable to any
internal flow system, either with or without the addition of
heat or mechanical energy (internal blower), and for any
rate of internal flow. “

One-dimensional flow and a uniform velocity distribution
across the duct is assumed throughoufi the analysis.

The theory of the process whereby the heat energ added
to the internal flow is converted into mechanical energy is
described under a subsequent subheading of part I.
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Initial conditions,-Tbe initial quantities assumed to be
known by the dwigner are M follows:

(1) The rate at which heat is to be dissipated H, Btu
per second

(2) The pressure drop for the cold radiator (z@/g,)i
obtained from low-speed tests

(3) The mass-flow rate required by the system m, slugs
per second

(4) The speed of flight Vi and the atmospheric condi-
tions PO,PO,and To

(5) The duct areas available at all stations in the
internal system

Station O.—In the method to be described, the internal
flow is considered as a stream tube starting far ahead of the
airplano where the velocity in the tube (relative to the air-
plane) is VOand the air conditions are those of the free stream
(fig. 1). The area of the tube at this station is determined
by the requfied rate of internal flow; that is,

A3=*0 (1)

The mea A.ois noted to be a measure of the mass flow and

Qbm a Simplerelation to the flow coefficients, ~ and ~~”
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(a) For MornaMow ormlgsis.

(b) For tubnhr rndlotor. (o) For hffled rdr-cdxl oyllndor.

FIQKIMI.-StatIon doskmtioo.

If Q equals the ~olume mte of flow at any station d, then

The maw-flow coefficient C is ‘

C=”*o=$”
For isentropic flow, the pressure, the density, and the
temperature at any station in the duct for any rate of in-
ternal flow can be related ta the lmown initial conditions

through the area ratio Ao/Ad and the Mach number ~o=~~

ivhere G=49.of10. Charts for obtaining these desired
characteristics for lmown values of the area ratio and Mach
number are given as iigure 2 (pressure), figure 3 (densi@),
and figure 4 (tempemture).

The mathematical basis for these curves was derived as
follows: By Bernoulli’s equation for adiabatic compressible
flow,

(2)

From the requirement of flow continuity,

pOAOvO=pd&vd
whence

“’2=v&9’(2f)
Also,

M:=%

and for isentropic flow

@’=@Y’7

By substitution of these relations into
to eliminate the velocity and densi~
result is obtained:

equation (2) in order
terms, the following

This equation is solved in figure 2 for pd/pOin terms of
MO and A@. The density and temperature ratios in the
duct can be computed from the prewm-ratio values ob-
tained from equation (3). For isentropio flow

(P)pd_ ~1’7——
/%0

and

The use of figures 3 and 4 permits the density and tempera-
ture ratios to be obtained directly for the Jmown values of
MO and Ao/A.d.
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The use of the charts (figs. 2, S, and 4) is not restricted to
the Mach number MO and the area ratio AJA., m indicated
by the subscripts On the figures. For example, if the arm
rdio and Mach number were taken as AJA and MI
respectively, the ChartS would yield the ratios p@dj pI/pd,

and T1/T~. Any other more convenient area and corre-
sponding iMach number might be similarly used in place of
4 and M,. The charts may also be employed to determine
the flow from a large area to a small area. The Mach num-
ber used with the charts must always be the Mach number
corresponding to the smaller area.

Station I.—The entrance area Al should be designed to
allow the desired mass flow to enter the duct at an irdet-
velocity ratio that will permit eficient external flow as well
as eflicient internal flow. In the investigation reported in
reference 4, velocity ratios of 0.3 to 0.6 were found to ful-
fill these requirements for circular openings of suitable
shape located at the stagnation point of a body. Higher
inlet-velocity ratios will make it dii%cult to expand the in-
ternal flow efficiently, and lower inlet-velocity ratios will
generally make the external flow unsatisfactory for high-
speed airplanes. If the inlet-velocity ~ is selected on the
basis of these considerations, the inlet area is given by

(4)

In most applications a.sticientiy- accurate value uf Al will
be obtained when p, is taken as equal to ~.

After the entrance area and the ratio A/Al have been
determined, the pressure, the density, and the temperature
at station 1 may be obtained directly from the charts if the
opening is not located within a boundary layer.

Station 2.—If the ducting lows between stations 1 and 2
are a negligible fraction of the free-stream dynamic pressure,
the static preasurej the density, and the temperature at
station 2 may be obtained directly from the charta (figs. 2,
3, and 4) for the area ratio ilJA2.

Under most conditions of flight, however, it will be neces-
sary to account for the diffuser losaE9 even in efiicient sys-
tems. The characteristics of the diiluser are usually defined
by a di.fluser efficiency,

()
qd= u

!3—q2 i ‘
or, preferably,

~d=l—x.Z
a —’g2

The definition in terms of the static pressur~, as indicated,
can be used only in the reduction of incompressible-flow
data because, at high speeds, the pressure rise is affected by
factors other than the difhser shape. The dekition in
terms of the total-pressure 1OM-between stations 1 wnd 2,
however, which yiekl.e the same vahe for qd at low speeds,
remains essentially constant with Mach m.mnber (see reYer-
ence 5) and should therefore be used for all _b.@+peed test
data. If the veloci~ distribution is reasonably uniform, the
total-pressure 10= in tlm. ~wdl equal the decrease m
static pressure at station 2 below the ideal static prwmrefor
zero friction loss; that is,

74002M627

Ap2=&=(q1—q2) (l—7d)=q1
[H+)wd) ‘;

The assumption df iuqnipressible flow in computing the
local dynamic-pessure ratio is justified in the usual ease
where the Mach number at the entrance is low and where
Ah is small.

The static-prewure ratio at station 2 is therefore “

(5)

The ideil pressure ratio is obtained as before from figure 2,
and the diffuser efihciency ~dcan be estimated from test data
such as that given in references 5 and 6. Data on the diffuser
efficiency for the modd used in the pre%nt tests are given
in reference 5.

The temperature distribution across the duct at station 2
s not unifomq the temperature being slightly higher near
the walls where the friction Meets -predominate. A satis-
factory value is given by

in which the ideal pressure ratio of figure
corresponding value of the density is

—0.000583 ~~=_&—
gET, 2

The Mach number of the flow in the duct

.

2 is used. The

at station 2 will
be shown to be an important parameter and is given by

Flow changes within the radiator.-An exact determine
tion of the flow changes between stations 2 and 3 must
include calculations of the flow details within the heating
device. The following analysis describes the flow through
a tube or channel of constant cross section in which heat is
added and in which friction losses occur.

If no appreciable energy losses are assumed to occur at
the tube entrances, it is apparent that the flow changes
between station 2 and sti=diionr, (at the tube -entrance) are
determined by the area ratio A,JJL and the Machmunber

M,2, where A,2 is the free area within the radiatir. Figures

?2,3, and 4 may therefore be used to obtain the desired con-
ditions at station r, by merely changing the nomenclature
on these charts. The charts require the use of the Mach
number M,2, which may be computed from the known value

of Ma as follows:

A, P, T, ‘DM,2=M3 — —
()A,%-pq ~

The value of 2i4,, is dependent on ~}p5 and TZ/T,2,values

which are to be obtained from the charts. A trial and error
process must therefore be .emplqed until corresponding
values of M,2, pJp,2,and T2/T,2are obtained. Two or three
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the tube is given by
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The pressure drop of the air entering

()p2—pr2=p2 1–;: (6)

in which p~/p,9is obtained directly from figure 2, for the

value of A,2/A2and M,, as justdescribed.

The pressure drop between stations r2 and r3 (at the tube
entrance and exit) is obtained by applying the momentum
relation between these stations:

,., :!, I

Fhere Dr is the drag force due to friction within the radiator
tubes and A,2=A,3. The pressure chop in terms of q,j is,
thus, ,-

APL pr2—pr3 Dr Pr~Vr~2— Pr.#rg2
.=— .—
!lr2 !lr~ qr2Ar2

+
qq

(7)

It is evident from equation (7) that the pressure drop in
the tube is comprised of two components: First, a pressure
drop associated with the frictional drag force and, second, rL

p.ressurq,drop due to the momentum increase in the tube.
This second term, frequently neglected, becomes very ip-
portrmt when the velocity in the tube is large. The drag
term is presented in the form of a drag coefficient, denoted
hereinafter as CDP where

D,fJD.—,, f W%

The basic value of CD, corresponding to the unheated low-
speed condition CD,t can be determined from pressure-drop

measurements for this condition:

C%’(3),=(%2),=(%9*
“This basic value of the drag coefficient depends on the
geometry of the radiator tubes and on the Reynolds number.
A considerable volume of pressure-drop data for radiator
:tubes is available and may be used to compute CDr<. When

heat is applied, the drag coeilicient increasea beca~e of the
increase in dynamic pressure along the tube. If this drag
incream is assumed to be proportional to the mean dynamic
pressure in the tube,

.,
[ (’+31c.,= CD*, ; (s)

or ‘

%=(%’)M’+31
In order to evaluate CDf from the Imown basic value Cof,,

‘the. densti, ratio P,2/P,3 must be obtained. This relation is

&o,reqtiked in evaluating Ap,/q,2(equation (7)). A method

“for computing prJpr3 exactly will now be described.
‘t .

The densi~ ratio will be obtained by solving simultane-
ously the momentum, energy, and continuity relations
between the flows at stations r, and ~. Equation (7) &om
the momentum relation. The energy equation, relating the
total energy per unit maw at the two stations, is

(9)

Since the areas at stations r, and T,are equal,

Solving the lad three equations simultaneously for P,JP,3

give9

(10)

This relation has been evaluated for a wide range of values
of heat input and radiator drag coefficients and the results
are given in figure 5 for use in design and performance work.
Values of p,JP,a obtained from figure 5 with an estimated

C~r may be substituted in equation (8) to obtain a more

exact value of CDr This process may then be repeated until

the correct values of p,,/P,3 and cDr are obtained. TWO or

three trials are usually snflicient.
Several interesting conclusions may be dra~ from a study

of equation (10) or figure 5. When the Mach number .M,a

of the flow- a’pproaehes zero, the value of p,Jp,3 approaches

H 2!”~ 2’.2
—or 1+ .’3l+-T,% -q-Y the density ratio for heating at

constant pressure. As M,2 becomes greater, the ~~essure

drop rapidly increases, with the result that the d~ty ratio
H

PJP,3 increases above the constan~pressure value 1+—.
wT,,

This effect is very great for large values of i14,2,such as rue
encountered with air-cooled engines.

For each radiator drag coefficient a limiting value of M,,

is reached beyond which the solution of equation (10) be-
comw imaginary. This li.@ting condition occurs when the
flow veloci~ at the tube outlets reaches the speed of sound,
that is, when M,3= 1.0. A curve comecting the limiting

density ratios is shown in @me 5. When the drag coe5-
cients or the rate of heating is high, this critical condition
is reached at low values of M,2, owing to the large density

decrease along the tube. No increase in mww flow can occur
after this critical condition ha-s been reached. It may be
inferred from the general lmowledge of nozzles that shock
wavea will occur at the tube exits if the pressure drop is
increased after sonic velocity has been reached. The energy
corresponding to the increased pressure drop is dissipated in
these shock waves and no increwe in mass-flow rate occurs.
The gse of figure 5 as outlined will automatically indicate
when this limiting condition is reached.
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With the densi~ ratio and the drag coefficient evaluated
by equations (8) and (10) as just described, the pressure
drop between the entrance and exit stations of the tube is
easily calculated from equation (7); that is,

(11)

Flow changes ae.ross the radiator.-The pressure change
between stations 2 and 3 is the sum of the pressure drop due

. to acceleration of the air into the tubes plus the pressure
drop within the tubes less the pressure recovery between the
tube exits and station 3. The pressur~recovery term has
yet to be evaluated. If station 3 is assumed to be far anough
behind the radiator for the velocity distribution across the
duct to be uniform, the momentum equation maybe applied
between stations r~ and 3 to give

()PT3—P8=%13 1–%3 “
%

or, as a satisfactm-y approximation,

(4-1) -P,3—P3= —2% ~,3 (12)

The over-all pressure drop Rcross the radiatir is the sum of
equations (6), (11), and (12):

The pressure drop is usually more conveniently expressed as a
fraction of the dynamic pressure g,, as follows:

()_9 ~ f&
–1

“ PQ Ar3
(13)

For the case of the tubular radiator, simple methods for
evaluating ptilpz and PJP1 from figures 2 and 3, P,JP,3 from
figure 5, and cDf from equation (8) have been descxibed.
Equation (13) for the over-all pressure drop is exact except
for the approximations made in simplifying the last term,
which gives the pressure recovery between stations TSand 3.
This term is a small fraction of the over-all pressure drop
and cannot be computed precisely, in most cases, because
the flow distribution rarely becomes uniform in the short
duct lengths that are usually available for the pressure-
recovery process. With air-cooled engines, for example, the
rear pressure station is always taken so close to the baffle
e~+ts that the pressure-recovery term is virtually zero and,
hence, ordy the first two terms of equation (13) need be
used. An example of the application of equation (13) to
the case of a partly baflled air-cooled cylinder will be given
in appendix A. “

SimplMed method of computing radiator pressure drop.—
The pressure drop across the heated radiator can be deter-
mined by o less involved approximate method, accurate
enough for many applications, which does not involve cal-
culation of the details of the flow within the tubes or h.
The method consists of correcting the basic pressure drop

of the cold radiator to the design operating condition by a
relation involving the density ratio pJk aerosa the radiator.
The use of p2/p3instead of the density ratio within the tubes

PdPQ eliminates the necessity of computing the tube flow
and is justiiied by the fact that the two ratios am approx-
imately equal. The same general procedure followed in
deriving the exact equation for the pressure drop (equotion
(13)) will be employed in deriving the more simple approx-
imate relation. If ~ is assumed equal to p,z, the prwum
drop between stations 2 and T* is approximately

Within the tube (cf. equation (7) ), the pressure drop is

APt=APf -E pr#r32- Pr2Vr92

or approximately

APC=’PJ,[:(1+:)I+2’’($Y(:-1)

The pressure rise between the tube efists and station 3 is
(see equation (12) )

The sum of these three components is the desired over-all
pressure drop; that is,

‘p=A~f,[i(1+2)l+’’’( 2Y(1)l)

+~’[(2)-11-2’’(:) (*-’) 04)

In order to use this relation to compute the offcct of tho
density change aross the radiator, Apf, must be evaluated
from the known (or calculable) value of the ovor-all pressure
drop of the cold radiator Ap,<. For the basic cold condition

P2=P3, and equation (14) then become-s

‘p,,=A~’:+’’[(2Y-11-2’’(1)1)

whence

API,= APri-’2[(3-11+2’2(2-1)‘1’)
Thus Apff can eaaily be computed from the over-all pressure
drop for the cold radiator if the geometry of the radiator is
Imown. The use of equations (14) and (15) ta correct the
pressure drop obtained for the cold condition (or for a test
condition with heat) to the design operating condition has
been found to yield results approaching in accuracy the
results of equation (13) in eaaes where the Maoh number of
the flow in the tubes is not large. As previously discussed,
tie last term in both equations (14) and (15) should not bo

-included in casw where station 3 is too close to me tub e.sits
to permit the veloci@ distribution to become uniform.
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In order to obtnin the correct value of p,/p3for use in
equation (14), it is imports nt that compressibility effects,
as well as heating effects, be allowed for. A simple method
of obtaining P.JP3from figure 5 w-n now be presented. For
this method the drag coefficient of the radiator CD, will be
needed, and this value cm be obtained horn equation (14) as
follows (cf. equation (11)):

(16) “

where Apr/q,is given by equation. The flow in the constant-
rwea duct between stations 2 rmd 3 is analogous to the
flow in the tubes rmd exactly the same relations apply be-
tween stations 2 and 3 m have been applied between stations
ra and rs. Equations (7), (9), (10), mud(11] may thus be used
to compute the density ratio p,/% and the pressure drop
across the radiotor by merely changing the notation to repre-

‘sent the duct flow rather thrm the tube flow. Similarly,
figure 6, which is a graphical representation of equation (10),
may be used to obtain p,/h directly. The aforementioned
changes in notation, applimble to equations (7) to (11) rmd
to figure 5, are as follows:

Replace M,t by Mz

Replace P,21P,3 h d~

Replace’~ by ‘p or cDf by CD,
G9Z%2 2

Figure 5 may bo used with the. revised notation to obtain
a vfdue for P.Jti. By use of a trial value of pJp3, the drag
coefficient CD, can be determined from equation (16). With

this value of CD,, a new value of p,/h can be determined
from figure 6. This process is repeated until corresponding
values of CD, and p,/p3are obtained. Equation (14) may be
then evaluated for the radiator pressure drop.

For design work, it is frequently neceswmy to compute the
pressure-drop ratio Apr/qO. This quantity can be written in
tho form

()
A~r—APr B——

!zO !Z2 L?o

which can be evaluated in terms of the flight Mach number
and the design area ratio Ao/A~ in c=es where the area
ratio is small (say less than 0.2) and-where the diffuser loss
may be neglected. For these conditions, from equation (3)
or figure 3,

PO_
(

1

)

2.6

‘— 1+0.20M?P,

Therefore,

and

APr _ ( 1

)(2)

“ ~ ‘&

T– l+o.2oM/ fza
(17)

Either the approximate value of Apr/qzgiven by equation
(14) or the exact value from equation (13) may be used in
equation (17). The quantities A.JA2 and MO are design
constants.

It haa been shown in figure 5 that the density ratio across
a radiator or G-cooled engine becomes very large as the
tube or duct Mach numbers increase, even with low rates
of heating. Corresponding increases in friction and in the
pressure drop due to momentum increase within the tubes
have been indicated in equation (13) or (14). These adverse
effects due to the density-ratio change should be emphasized
because, under present-day operating conditions at high
altitude, very large Mach numbers can be obtained within
radiators and, in particular, within the baflles of air-cooled
engine-s. Calculation of the required pressure drops will
be seriously in error if no allowsmce is made for the effects
of density change. Equation (13) or (14) or equivalent
relations must be used. High-speed test data are needed
to indicate ho-w closely the one-dimensional analysis of this
report approximates the actual flow through an air-cooled
engine.

In order to illustrate the large pressure-drop increase
that will be required as the operating altitude is incrensed,
figur~ 6 has been prepared for a typical existing air-cooled
engine. Figure 6(a) shows the variation of the pressure-
drop ratio Ap,/qOwith altitude for the air-cooled engine.
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Two limiting conditions beyond which the desired cooling
conditions cmnot be maintained tie included. The first
occurs when the maximum available pressure drop (assumed
as 1.OqOwith extended exit flaps) is reached. Flight at
an altitude higher than the altitude defined by this limit
would require the use of a blower. If a blower were used,
the second limiting condition would occur at a still higher
altitude, where sonic velocity would be attained within the
baflk.s. A comparison is made in figure 6(b) of the increase
in presaum drop with altitude as predicted by the methods
of this report with the increase predicted by current methods
in which no allowance is made for the density change across
the engine. Details of the calculation and the =umptions
involved are given in appendix A.

A study- of the effects of incrwu%g the fin area of the
engine indicate9 that the cooling diilkultiea shown on
figure 6(a) could be delayed to altitudea higher than those
indicated if the k area could be increased. The same
result could be obtained by the unsatisfactory expedient of
increasing either the fuel-air ratio or the head temperature.
This fact undoubtedly explains the ability of some existing
airplanes to operate at very high altitudes for liniited
periods of time. It is also evident that the cooliig pr@lem
is alleviated by the reduction in power output that occurs
if the critical altitude of supercharging is exceeded.

Temperature change across radiator.-’l%e temperature
rke across the heating device is easily calculated after the
pressure drop and density ratio PJ% have been obtained.
The desired temperature-rise ratio At,JT9 is derived as
follows:

(18)

where Ap,/gqis given by equation (13) or (14) and pJp3 is
obtained from the chart (@. 5) using the duct-flow notation.

Station 3.—I3 either equation (13) or (14) is used to com-
pute the pr=ure drop and equation (18) is used to compute
the temperature change, the conditions at station 3 are
given by

()p3=P2— * !zO

()T3=T,+ ~ T,

Station 4.—The internal static pressure at station 4
depends on the shape and location of the outlet. Efficient

outlets of the type employed in the present tests are designed.
to make the streamlines of both the internal and external
flows aa nearly parallel m possible at the outlet; thus, the
external outlet pressure becomes equal to the internal pres-
sure. (See references 4 and 7.) The value of the outlet
pressure for this type of outlet is found to be about the same
as the pressure existing at that station on the body before
the opening was added. Pressumdistribution data for

-faired bodies may therefore be used to estimate the outlet
pressure for openings of the type described. If the walls of
the outlet arg converging rather than parallel, however, the
outlet pressure will be considerably higher than the pressure
on the corresponding faired body. (See references 4 and 7.)
With cusped outlets at the tail of the streamline body, as
assumed for the present analysis, the outlet pressure is
about 0.110 above strwhn static pressure, according to
reference 5. If an estimate of the outlet pressure is made as
suggested, the flow conditions at the outlet maybe computed
from

p4=po+p4!lo

P4=0.000583 $

or

(P)
P4=P3 a “7

8

The size of the opening required to permit passage of tho
design quantity of internal flow w now be computed from

4=P;4

where m is known, P4 has been given “previously,
given by

‘WH+’J%[’-C9-I

(19)

and 04 is “

(20)

The assumption of isentropic flow between stations 3-and 4
yields accurate results for unobstructed outlet passages.
In ordinary cases the etlects of friction are localized in a
shallow boundary layer near the wall and do not affect tho
main outlet flow. In many practical arrangements, how-
ever, the outlet passage is complicated by turns, tiers of
guide vanes, and like arrangements, to which special con-
sideration must be given. In such ca.sea,it is suggestad that
the step-by-sbp process employed in determiningg the flow
across the radiator be used. The drag coefficient of the
obstruction ,can usually be estimated and figure 5 may be
used to simplify the computations.

A lws exact but more simple method of accounting for the
energy low due to obstructions between statiofi 3 and 4
assumea that the isentropic expansion takea place between
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the pressure 23—A& and the outlet pressure, where
A& is the total-pressure loss occurr@j between stations 3
and 4; that is, as an approximation,

~ “=4P3--%I”
A sample calculation using this method was given in
reference 8.

170r usual installations, the max@mm duct velocity be-
tween stations 3 and 4 will be attained at the outlet. It can
be shown that the outlet Mach number cannot exceed unity.
This limiting condition cannot bo reached in ordinaxy cases,
howewm, without the aid of an internal blower because the
outlet Mach number will not exceed the f@ht Mach number
except in systems where the outlet is located in a region of
high negative pressure. The addition of heat alone will not
appreciably change the outlet iMach number because, with
the increake in outlet velocity due to the addition of heat,
them is a corresponding increase in the speed of sound. If
tlm critical velocity were reached in the outlet, the mass-
flow rato could still be increaaed by an increaae in outlet area.

Station 5.—The velocity at station 5 is required for the
purpose of computing the resultant force due to the internal
flow. As the static pressure is equal to p~, by the general
cnwgy equation

“~=&#J+’wwGY7-
The resultant force is obtained by substitution of this value
of VAinto the momentum relation which, since p6=po, is
simply

D=%’z(vo-o,) (21)

A negative resu~t obviously indicates that the resultant
force is a thrust. .

THE EFFECTS OF HEAT AND COMPRESSIBILITY ON THE TOTAL PRES-
SURE AT THE OUTLET AND ON TER INTERNAL MASS FLOW

Total pressure at the outlet,-In cases tihere the station-
to-station method is not employed, the tatal pressure at the
outlet must be measured or calculated in order to determine
the net drag or thrust due to the internal flow. The station-
to-station method of analysis just described, although essen-
tial in calculating exactly the details of the internal flow,
does not clearly indicate the over-all effects of heating and
compressibility on the outlet total pressure. A more direct
method, which is usefuI in illustrating the effects in question
and also in computing the mass-flow eh~mes and the net
thrust, will now be described. The total-pressure loss at the
outlet is the sum of the loss .aeross the radiator, the duct loss,
and the pressure rise through the blower, if one is present;
that is,

(2)..d=(#)r+(2)..+()MOwrwr ’22)

The tQtal—prwswe loss across the radiator is equal to the
stathpresmre drop (equation (17)) less the dynamhpressure
rise (for the small values of Ma usually encountered).

(3=(-3-7=(%)%:-’)
I?rom equation (17), therefore, if no blower is used,

)+(2dud

(23)

This equation is diy evaluated by uso of figure 5 with the
ducbflow notation to obtain the necessary values of ~fi.
The duct loss should include an estimate of the skin-friction
losses plus the diifuser loss, which, from equation (5), is

given by

For a constant mass-flow ratio A/A,, the radiator drag
increases as a result of the increaae in density ratio A./h due

to heating. As shown by equation (23), the total-preswre
loss will correspondingly increase. Aside from this ~~-
lmown eifect, however, the addition of heat will cause little
change in the outlet total pressure. From the development
leading to equation (23), it is seen that, for a given mass
flow and radiator drag, the outlet total pressure will de-
crease as heat is added by, the amount q~—q2. Owing to the
low duct velocities, the quantity (g3-qJ/qO will be very smaU
in usual cases. This result is of considerable interest in that
measurement of total pressure in the wake will give no

direct indication of the propdive effect of heating.
When the duct velocities ar~ large, however, and the

corresponding value of q3—gg is appreciable, the foregoing
development indicates that the eilect of heat will cause an
appreciable loss in outlet total pressure over and above the
“increased radiator drag loss.’

For a duct system with moderate internal losses, no ap-
preciable drag ohange of surfaces exposed to the outlet flow
is to be expected beeanse of the negligibly small change in
outlet dynamic pressure with heating. The Reynolds num-
ber of the outlet flow decreases, however, and some scale
effect might therefore be expected. No change in the oub

let Mach number ocours beoause the velocity increase is
offset by an increase of tie speed of sound in the heated
outlet flow.

Variation of mass flow.-The internal mwflow coefficient

%
or the flow ratio PO is a constant for a given

system, except for the effects of compressibility and heating.
(See reference 5.) In order to show these effects, the ratio

~. will be written in @rms of JMOand *0- From the
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general energy equation,

—=—mw-llp4v4~ ~

whence,

. and

2
1-

—y— 1~’ (p,)
‘J I II the internal losses me assumed to be moderutc and tho

pressure at the radiator to approach stnewation preasum, it

= m ’24) theheataddeclrts follows:
can be shown from the energy relations thot Tsis mlatod to

&o ~ -Y-1 ~ @

( 7fMo~

)
p4=po+p4!lo=po 1 +~ P4

To_ 1
z– H

l+GgmTO~l +0.20M09

whence

DA (1+ 0.7 PAM.V”714

The density ratio p,/po in equation (24) can be written in
I

J==. .. -——.,
h 1+ H (p/j

terms of the heat added and MO. 7.74mTJl + 0.20M~2J

When the indicated substitutions for total pressure are made, equation (24) becomes

JJ (

p@~ —@ 2+7P4M0
7/[(

2
a= 1% 7:1 -@fo’ 2+ ~PJlo

‘)(’+= ”’’F’-(2*)I-11 ’26)
where pJpo is given by equation (25). Inspection of this
result shows that, for fied values of M. and Ah/go,the mass
flow will decrease as heat is applied in proportion to pllfl.
The outlet area, therefore, must be increased as heat is added
to the flow if a fixed mass-flow rate is to be maintained.
Equation (26) has been solved for a range of values of
Ah/q.and 140in order to show the ei7ect of lMuch number and
to facilitate the use of this relation in design work. The
solution is shown on frame 7 for an outlet pressure equa 10

free-stream static pressure P4=0. The Mach number effect
on the flow ratio is seen to be appreciable. Equation (26)
or fig.we 7 will yield valuw” of P4Uas accurate as the results
of the step-by-step process for most applications, provided
that the internal losses are not csscess.iveand that the heat
is added at a duct pressure approaching stagnation pressure.
The values of Ah/g. and p,/po required for solution of
equation (26) or for use with figure 7 are obtained from
equations (23) and (25), respectively.

If the flow is considered to be incompressible except for
the effect of heating, equation (26) can be reduced to

0(p4v4 p4 1~ l—g–P4
)

1/!4
—. —
povo ~

(27)

as M. approaches zero. This relation was given in reference 7.
Tho curve on figure 7 for MO=O is a plot of equation (27)
for the outlet pressure coefhcient P4=0. Because of its
simplicity and also because equation (26) tends to become
inaccurate at very low Mach numbers, equation (27) should
be used for MO<0.2 in preference to equation (26) in cases
where figure 7 is not used. Figure 7 applie9 for only one
value of the outlet pressure coefficient P4=0. It may be
used for values of Pd other than O,by correcting the result
obtained horn the @nre to the required value of P4 according
to equation (27).

Direct mlcnlation of the outlet area.-Calcnlation of the
size of outlet opening required to pass the design mass flow
is onc of the most frequently performed operations in the

design of an internal flow syskm. If the stap-by-stop
process has been carried out, the outlet area may be calcu-
lated from the values of p, and 04as already shown (equation
(19)). In general, however, the computation of 4 without
the detailed intermediate steps is desirable. Equation (25),
with equation (26) or (27), or figure 7 can be used to calculate

~o~ which permits the outlet area to be obtainecl directly:

A4=~4= m
()%0‘Vo

or

(28)

(a).
Effect of an operating propeller,-If the inlet opening is

located in the slipstream, the velocity, the. pressure, and tho
demity in the slipstream should be taken as the initial con-
ditions and the same procedure followed as for the condition
without propeller in arriving at the conditions in tho duct,
In cases where the inlet is immediately behind the propdler,
it will be found convenient to take the flow characteristic
in the inlet opening as the initial conditions rather than the
conditions ahead of the propeller. The area-ratio charts

(figs. 2, 3, and 4) may be used after substitution of Al rmd
iMI for ~ and illo.

THECONVERSIONOF HEAT ENERGY TO THRUST POWER

The effects of the addition of heat in increasing tho
radiator drag and in reducing the internal mass flow havo
been discussed. Both of these effects cause changes in the
drag due to, the internal loeses, but neither effect results
from the recovery of mechanical energy from the heat added,
In the study of the propulsive effect due to heating, there-
fore, it is desirable to eliminate these unrelated drag changea.
This elimination can be accomplished by assn.uning,for
mmptin with the heated condition, a hypothetical con-
dition without heat in which both tho radiator drag and the
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mass-flow rate have the same vnlues as in tho heated condi-
tion, This assumption not only Eimpli6es the analyais of
tho recovery process but also gredy facilitates erdculation
of the net propulsive force, ~ ~ pr~ently be sho~. ~
the following analysis this assumed qnheated condition will
bo indicated by the use of primes with the symbols.

The net drag due to the flow through an internal system is
equal to the decrease in the momentum of the internal flow,
provided that tho momentum is measured at stations where
the stntic pressures are equal to freeAream pressure.

From equation (21),

D=v (%-%)

If the system produces a net thrust, this thrust is given by
the increase in momentum of the internal flow:

=–D=m(u,– Vii)T

Tlm drag, decrease (or Lhrust increase) resulting from the
recovery of mechanical energy from the addition of heat is

AT= (-t with heat) — (Thrust without heat but
with same mass flow and same radiator drag as
with heat)

or
AT=m(v5–us’) (29)

The increase in kinetic mergy of the internal flow due to the
recovery process is thus

(30)A(K. E.) =+(%%s’?

If the e.fdcieucy of the prow-s is defined as

K. E. recovered
cH=Total heat added

Then, from equation (30),

m.(?)69—06’9
6R= 2JH

(81)

‘The over-all efficiency of conversion of heat energy into
thrust power is the ratio

~~_Useful thrust power ATKo m(os—v~) VO—
“x=~

(32)
Heat added
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.

This equation can be written in terms of the heat-cycle
efficiency (equation (31)) as follows:

(33)

The quantity m represents the efiiciemy with which the
kinetic energy recovered from the heat input is converted
into thrust power. This efficiency is analogous to the ideal
efficiency of a propeller and, in the same way, accounts for
the energy left in the wake when the wake velocity is diflerent
from V,. It will be found convenient in the succeeding
analysk to express 6X in terms of the internal-drag
coefficients with and without heat. From equations (21) and
(33), expressing the drag and mass flow in coefficient form,

1
GM=

1 –&c (cD+C.’)
(34)

Eflioienoy of the heat-recovery cycle.-ll the duct velocity
at the radiator section is very small in comparison with the
flight velocity, the static pressure at which heat is added
will approach stagnation pressure and the ~ressure change
across the radiator will approach zero. Under these condi-
tions the heat cycle consists of an adiabatic compression
from the stream static pressure to stagnation pressure, an
addition of heat at constant pressure (pS=pr =pJ, and an
adiabatic expansion back to pO. The continual atilon of
air at pressure po and density A is equivalent to cooling the
outlet flow back to ~ at constant presswre po and this step
complek the cycle. This process corresponds to an ideal
heat engine cycle, the e5ciency of which is, from elementm-y
thermodynamic relations,

~H=Kinetic energy
k

recovered
Total heat added (P)

=l_ ?2? “ (35)
o

The assumptions on whicli this formula is based are justdied
in the case of the internal flow system only when the duct
velocities are very small by comparison with the flight
speed and when the friction losses in the radiator or combus-
tion chamber are negligible. Operating conditions exist,
however, in which relatively high duct velocities occur, and
an expression for the efficiency applicable to such MS= will
now be derived. The heatiycle ticiency will be shown
to depend not only on the compression ratio but also on the
Mach number of the duct flow and on the rate of heating.

From the energy equation (cf. equation (9)),

By equation (3]), therefore,

(36)

The values of Ts and T5’ will depend on the outlet pressure
and on the conditions at station 3, which in the general case
wiU depend on M.. and on the radiator or combustion-chamber

losses; The previous analysis has indicated that when o
radiator of conventional design is present it is impossible
to obtain high Mach numbers in the duct at station 2 be-
cause the flow will choke within the radiator at the tube
exits for relatively low values of M9. Since it is desired in
the present analysis to show the effects of relatively lnrgo
increases in Us on the efficiency of the recovery cycle, it
will be assumed that no radiator obstructs the duct. The
addition of heat will be assumed to take place by combustion
of fuel in the duct between stations 2 and 3 by means of a
burner having negligible friction losses. This ideal arrange-
ment is being approached in the ram-jet types of propulsion
system. The effects of the increase in mass flow due to
addition of fuel are of secondary importance and wiU be
neglected. From these assumptions T6’ can be related to
T, as follows:

la. .

The pressure p3 is less than p~by the value of the momentum
increase due to the addition of heat; that is, inasmuch as
A,=Ag

Also, from the equation of state,

and, substituting for RI*,

Now,

(P)
kr

T,=T3 ~’ ‘
o

The heahcycle ediciency is, therefore, from equation (36)

This equation for ~H is plotted in figure 8 as a function of
compression ratio for various values of the heat input factor
and M,. The term pJm in equation (37) is a function only
of these variables and was computed from equation (10) for
(?=,=0, using notation appropriate to the duct rather than
the radiator tube.
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The Mach number at the entrance to the combustion
chamber, M,, is shown in figure 8 to have a large effect on the
heat-cycle efficiency. When M, is very small, approaching
zero in value, the heat-cycle efficiency approacbea the value
given by equation (36), regardless of the heating rate. As
MZ increases, however, the value of e~ decreasea because of
the pressure drop due to acceleration of the heated air in the
combustion chamber. For a given value of .iW, increasing
the rate of heating causes decreases in ~=for the same reason.
The limiting or ‘(choking” values of MA are also shown in
figure 8. If no heat were added, the highest possible value of
Mz would be 1.0. & bent is added, the choking value of
Ms decreases because sonic velocity is reached at the end of
the combustion chamber (ikfS= 1.0) for vah.m of kfz less
than 1.0. At the high rates of heating (for example, at

H
—=5.o, which corresponds to a temperature rise of thecPgmTa
order of 2500°1’ in the combustion chamber), the choking
value of Mz becomes very small, only 0.196 for the example
cited. This effect is extremely important because it dictates
the minimum possible area expansion AJA for a given
heating rate.

The flight Mach numbers required to produm the com-
pression ratios of figure 8 (assuming ideal stagnation pres-
sure is obtained at station 2) are noted on the figure. At
the hiiher supersonic speeds, the ideal thermal efficiencies
for low values of MA approrwh those obtainable in internal-
combustion engines. This result would be expected in view
of the fact that the compression ratios are of comparable
magnitude.

Because ~If increa9e9 with comprwaion ratio, the, inlet
ducting and difluser lowes should be as low as possible. If an
internal blower is not used, high pressures in the heating
section of the duct can be obtained only when the area of this
section is greder than the initial area Ao of the internal-flow
tube. (See fig. 2.) This location of the heating device in a
high-pressure, low-velocity section of the duct is also ideal
from the standpoint of minimizing ti,e losses in the henting
device.

The friction loss within the heating device, fi, has the
undesirable effect of reducing the compression ratio. For
reasons of simplifhtion this loss was neglected in the evalua-
tion of cH, equation (37), figure 8. II the principal part of
th~ loss occurs upstream from the region in which heat b
added, it maybe accounted for by using p~—Ah, instead of pa
as the effective pressure at the entrance to the heating region.
In the case in whiih the friction loss is intimately involved
in the heating process as in a tubular radiator, the actual
pressure drop during heating will be greater than asaumed in
equation (37). As an approxhation for a combustion cham-

ber, it may be assumed that the effective pressure is P* –~

at the entrance to the chamber, and this value may then
be used in equation (37) or figure 8 to obtain %. k both
of these examples, the value of Ah should include wtimatea
of the heating rmd compressibility eilects on the friction loss

if low-speed data for unheated devices are used in the
calculation.

Calmdation of the net internal drag (or thrust).-In per-
formance studies, it is desirable to compute the res~tant
drag, or tit, due to the heated internal flow without going
through the step-by-step duct calculations previously di5
cussed. The method to be described is exact within the
limits of the assumption that the outlet flow is uniform.
Very few steps, and only simple slide-rule operations are
involved.

The net force due to” the internal flow (equation (21)) is

D=qv-’–oJ=7n(v% –)’7n(twJ)J) (3s)

Equation (29) shows the significance of the two terms of
equation (38) to be:

(Net force due to internal flo~)=(Internal drag
without heat) -(Drag reduction due to heating)

Each of these compommts can be computed without dii3-
culty, and the separation of the two is the basis for the
present method.

If the flow were incompressible, the drag corresponding
to the unheated condition could be very easily computed
from

“=m(v’-o’J)=m[v’-(%)7%)7
or

.

““J=5=2CF-(1-37(39)

where ti/qO is obtained from equation (23) for values of
mass-flow coe5cient md radiator drag-corresponding to the
heated-flow condition. For compressible flow, unfortun-
ately, the drag calculation is laborious. A relation exists,
however, betmeen the true vahm of cD for compressible flow
and the value computed from the simple incompressible-flow
formula, equation 139). From equations (2I ~nd (39),

This equation involves only the total-pressure loss tiJqo
and the veloci~ ratio uJVO,which can be defied in terms of
M/qO and MO from equations presented in appendi~ B. A
plot of this relation is given in figure 9 and may be used to
obtain the true value of the internal drag for the unheated
condition using the value of the low-speed drag coefficient
computed from equation (39); that is,

c“ ‘ being taken from figure 9.
()

the quantity ~,
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The drag for the unheated condition having been already
obtained, only the drag reduction due to heating (second term
of equation (38)) remains to be computed. From equa-
tions (32) and (33) the drag reduction, or thrust, due to
heating is

~#Jf~
AD= – ~.

.
or .

AC~= –s

In surnnmry, the net or resultant force

(40)

(taken as positive

in the drag dhection) is given by the following formula:

in which the parameters involred are computed as follows:

Ah/q, equation (23)

(CD/CDi)’ from figure 9

~H from figure 8 or equation (35) or (37)

EM from equations (34) and (41) by trial

The separation of the proptilve effect of heating from
the internal drag due to frictional efFects is useful in several
other connections. In the correction of wind-tunnel data
obtained without heat, for example, the righhhand term of
equation (41) may be used to evaluate the drag reduction
due to heating. It is obvious that model tests should be
made with values of Ah/go and C corresponding to the
heated condition. A further application of the separation

principle will be made in part D, where the thrust force due

to the added heat is separated from the net force duo to
the internal flow. The results analyzed on this basis aro
sibticant as applied to any internal system.

H. EUGH-SPEED wIND-TIJNNEL TESTS OF A MODEL
RAM-JET PROPULSION SYSTEM

APPARATUS AND METHODS

The Langley S-foot high-speed wind tunnel, in which
them tests were carried out, is a closed-throat, circular-
section, single-return tunnel with airspeed continuously
controllable for speeds from about 76 to 600 miles per hour.
The turbulence of the air stream is unusually low but is
somewhat higher than in free air.

The model tested consisted of a 13.6-inch-diameter body
of revolution housing a 160-kilowatt heating device and
mounted on a 9-percxmMh.ick, 20-inch-chord, low-drag
airfoil that spanned the jet (fig. 10). The air inlet was at
the nose of the body with an expanding duct section back to
the radiator.. The air outlet was at the tail. The general
model layout is shown in figure 11 with the ordinates listed
in tables I and IL

The extmnal shape of the wing-fuselsge combination was
designed ‘to have a critical speed in excess of the maximum
test speed. In order to meet this criterion, inlet and outlot
opdnings designed according to reference 4 were utilized,
and a 9-percentAhick 20-inch-chord wing of airfoil section
NACA 66-009 was required. The inlet- and outlet-opening
shapes of reference 4 had the further advantage of permitting
wide variations in the rate of internal flow and in the inlek
and outlet-velocity ratios without causing appreciable
axternfd-drsg Chp!nges
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FIGUEE10.—Mod@Iassmbly
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TABLE I.-STREAMLINEBODY ORDINATES IN INCHE9

‘ im’mnmne n050

LI

z R
—,—

0 0
.72 l.%
1.46 1.m
292 293
4.37
&m M
a.73 ‘5.03
11.06 &o’1
14.53 0.10
17.49 e.44
20.41 0.07
Z3.U2 11.7s

I

@n* axtbn
—

z 1-R
&78i’.5 &m
&al

It: O.m
13.5 O.fw
1Sb 67s
M 5 0.71
21.5 IIE$
23.0 0.40

Strmmdlno M

dR
0.49

!0 0.!25
L92

:: 5.52
120
I&o :~
I&o 2.94
21.0 &35
24.0 276
27.0 214
7JI0 1.E3

.62
z; - 0

Three cusped-type openings at the tail (figs. 10 and 11)

were cmplo~ed to vary the internal mass-flow coefficient
C from about 0.07 for the largest size (tail A) to about 0.025
for the smallest size (tail C). Tail D was similar in size to
the intermediate cusped outlet (tail B) but had straight,
slightly converging walls. Tail E was a partial-annular

outlet located at the 56-inch station on the body and de-
signed recording im reference 7. Tails B, D, and E had
approximately the same flow coefficient, namely, 0.052. .

f Till rcW2

&--———
H-i
2

‘%

TABLE 11.—DUCTED-BODY ORDINATES IN INCHES

Dxmer I
DU9MMy

nme Ordlnatrz ‘u I A I D I c

Ziilziztztdzlz

I
o 224 0 234
.10 221 .027 244
.26 221 .03 2 fo
.60 221 .10 25s
.76 22? .Z 276
1.al 2m .[0
1.75 2s .75 ;!?
i.75 1.03 3-33
14.76 :%’ 1.76
16.75 X34 z 76 2E
1S.75 3.75 4.49
Xl 76 ;2 4.76 4.79
2276 4.Sn 0.75 5.29
Z5.lm 3.3 &75 6.71

10.75 &w
1275 6.30

1Nlm3radius: 14.75 0.51
0.10 ML76

I&76 ::
19.&o 0.78

l=t=l=l=n—.
Oulw.
arm 11.07 7.6a 4.04

The internal system was designed to house tlm radintm
and survey equipment with a.miniium of duct losses. A
more detailed description of the model and design considera-
tions is given in referenm 5.
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FmuuE 12—RadkItm details and Imtallatlon.

RADIATOR I
The heat input to the internal air flow was provided by a

160-kilowatt, 220-volt, three-phase electric resistance radiator
designed for a mtium operating temperature of 1500° F.
The radiator consisted of six elements of 1% inch X 0.020
Nichrome V furnace strip (radiating surface, 32 sq ft) woven
on a framework of reinforced asbestos millboard supports
(figs. 12 and 13). Radiator temperature was measured by
four chromel-alumel thermocouples welded to the elements.

Power input to the radiator $nw controlled by eight trans-
form voltago taps spaced to provido nppro.simately uni-
form power increment. Total power input was measured
by a stnndmd three-phase wattmeter.

SURVEY EQUIPMKNT

Pressure surveys.-Pressures ahead of and behind the

radiator were me~ured, respect.ively, by an 8-tube and an
1l-tube static- and total-pressure rake spanning the duct.
(See figs. 11 ond 12 for installation details.) AU pressure
tubes were connected to a standard manometer rmd the
pressure readings were photographically recorded. A 52-
tube removable survey rake of static- and total-pressure
tubee was installed at station 4 for measurement of the
internal and external prcasures at the tail outlet. The rake
tubes were supporhd by two 2j@ch-chord blades (NACA
section 16-01O) set at right angles to each other and extend-
i~~ beyond tho outlet walls (@. 14). The tail rake was sup-
ported by a ljf-inch outside-diameter steel tube housing the
pressure leads nnd extending through the core of the radiator
to the wing duct (fig. 11).
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Temperature measurements.-m temperatures weremeas-
ured by calibrated thermocouples connected to a sormitivo
potentiometer. Air temperature ahead of tho radiator was
measured by two shielded thermocouples located in tho front
thermocouple rake. (See fig. 15 for rake details.)

Shielding of the junction prevented false air-tempmntum
readings due to radiation effects. Air-temperature rim ricross
the radiator was measured directly by two thmmocouplo
rakes containing six junctions in separate compartments
(fig. 15). The thermocouples in the front mko wem tho
cold junctions and the correspond@ thermocouples in tho
rear rake were the hot junctions. .

Temporary apparatus.-During preliminary calibration
runs, additional apparatus was installed in the model to sup-
plement the fixed equipment. A 14-tube total-prcssuro rake
spanning the duct was mounted behind the radiator to nid
in determining the duct velocity proiile. From thcm data
the energy added to the air stream was determined by nn
integration of the mass flow and the air-temperature rim.

The heat lost through the walls of the tail was computml
from measurements of the wall temperatures and local skin-’
friction coefficients. A standard 5-tubo static- rmcl total-
pressure “mouse” wss used to survey the boundary layer of
tail B in conjunction ‘with local wall-temperature mcnsurc-
ments by thermocouples.

TESTS

Drag tests with each outlet were carried through a Mach
number range of 0.26 to 0.75 (approx. 200 to 560 mph in tlm
S-ft.high-speed tunnel). The tail rake (fig. 14) was romovecl
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during the force tests. Internal pressures at stations 2 and 3
were recorded simultaneously with the force data, as was
the power input to the radiator. The range of power input
was from O to 160 kilowatts.

Tests of the model with-the tail. outlets A, B, C, and D
were made with the tail rake (fig. 14) in place and were similar
in range to the force tests. The object of these runs was to
furnish data for calculations of the heat-energy recovery
independent of form measurements and also to evaluate
external-drag changes under v“arious heating conditions. A
special run was made with tail B with an internal resistance
plato that produmd a total-pressure drop of 0.27q0..

Supplementary runs to permit an estimation of
lost through the walls included measurements
temperature and boundary-layer velocity profiles.

AU tests were made at zero angle of attack.

RESULTS

the heat
of Wd.1

The methods employed to compute the heat-cycle
efficiency and the duct-flow characteristic from the test
data are dcxmibed in appendix B.

Figure 16 shows the variation of heat-cycle eilicimcy with
compression ratio as determined from the wake~suney data.
The experimental results me shown for all the tests and there-
fore cover a wide range of mass-flow rates, heat input, Mach

c!
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number, m d ducting losses. The heat-cycle efEicienq indi-
cated by the force-test data is shown on figure 17 for the
same range of variables as presented for the pressure
measurements.

Comparisons of the flow characteristics measured at key
stations in the duct with the characteristics computed by the
methods of part I are shown in figure 18. Table III shows a
comparison of the test values of total-pressure loss with the
corresponding values computed from the theory. Table IV
shows a comparison of ‘experimental and theoretical mass-
flow ratios. F~e 19 compares the ~erimental variation
of mass-flow coefhcient with outlet density ratio with the
variations computed from the simplified theory (equation
(27)) presented in part I.

DISCUSSION

Eillc.ienoy of heat-recovery process.—The maximum Mach
numbers of the duct flow at the radiator section did not
excccd 0.10. Reference to figure 8 or ‘to equation (37) will

show that, for this low value of Ma, the heakcycle e5ciency
depends only on the compression ratio pJpO; that is,

TABLE 111.-COMPAIW3ON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND
THEORETICAL VALUES OF TOTAL-PRESSURE LOSS

. [TailB,lxwBeI)M.a]

II Totd—premralcIm Ah/go I
I I

CL!m am a 301
.347 .2%9
.403 ;% ,.?M
.473 .Wt
.MS .X0 .Xn
.616 .!M .2s9
.@ .282 .’ma

H=EO Bt@eo
—.

-------- .-....—
.. -...-. - .........

a !U8 am
.226 .!m

.2%
:a .237
.m .!7.33

1 I
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This relation is shown for comparison with the experimental
datw obtained from the wake pressure surveys in figure 16.
Virtually dl of the heat energy theoretically recoverable was
actually recovered. The data shown represent a very wide
range of heating conditions and internal mass-flow rates.
The maximum air-temperature rise in the tests was about
300° 1? and the flow coefficient C varied from~bout 0.026
to 0.070.

The recovery process was not measurably aifected by any
increase in ducting loss due to heating because of the ex-
tremely low initial value of the ducting loss for the model
tested. With tail B, the medium-size outlet, the loss across
the radiator was only 0.008go and the loss in the converging
duct behind the radiator was about 0.007q0 for a mass-flow
coefficient of 0.050.

The heat loss through the walls between the radiator
and the tail outlet is estimated as approximately 1 percent
of the heat added. The heat 10SSdetermined horn the wall-
temperatwe and botidmy-layer surveys agreed with the
theoretical calculations of this loss. Allowance for this
small correction was made in the reduction of the data, but
there was no measurable change in the recovery process with
so small rLheM loss.

The force measurement of the net thrust caused by
heating provided a means of determining a value of c~

FIQUBE 19.—VrmfoUorI or lnterrml mm flow with ontbt density ratio.

that includes the external loss.% associated with exhausting
the hot air of increased velocity. This value of ●= is shown
in figure 17. As noted from the definition of ●n (see equa-
tions (31) ind (33)), the over-all efficiency given by the
force tests was reduced by the mechanical or Froude efh-
ciency factor CM in computing ●E. The force-test data
closely approach the ideal value of EE. The rem.dts tie con-
sistent, however, in indicating small-10SSEX. Comparison of
figures 16 and 17 leads to the conclusion that the losses
must be due to slight increases in external drag from the
heated exhaust flow.

TABLE IV.—COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND
THEORETICAL VALUES OF MASS-FLOW R4TI0

[TaSIB,&!OlePkb]

I
Masflw?ratfo,P4Vdmvo

I

0.2?3 am 0:g :Ti& ------- ------- ____
.347 .707
.4a3

-----.- .--...- -._. —
.707

.479 ....... .:?- -!!!-
aeiu 0.676 am
.630 .Owl .&w

.w ......- ------- ------- .057 .m .71t7

.Olb ----..- _:E- --..-— .068 .7s4

.Ow ,767
.736

.819 .076 .761 .7bo

Measurements of the external drag with the tail rake were
made in only the vertical plane (fig. 14). The results so
obtained showed no consistent external-drag changes with
heating. In any case, such changes in external drag were
very small; a l-percent change in the ckqg of the body would
account for the small divergence between the ideal and the
measured efficiency at the highest test speed and.heat input.

The heated flow from the annular outlet had as little
effect on the ~ernal drag as did &at from the tail outl~ts.
This result does not seem surprising when it is considered
that the dynamic pressure in the heated flow was virtually
equal to that of the cold outlet flow. The increased velocity
is offset by the decreased density so that there is little change

in ~ P4v42and correspondingly little change in external drag.

(See-part I.)
The efik.iermiea obtained with the duct pressure reduced

by 0.27q0 by means of the bai31e plate approached the
predicted eiliciency for the measured compression ratio as
closely as in the runs with low internal losses.

Figures 16 and 17 indicate that the use of the ideal rela-
tion for the heat-cycle efficiency is justified for design calcula-
tions. E the duct-flow Mach number ~~ is low, say less
than 0.10, the heakycle efficiency is adequately given by
the simple relation of equation (35),

Otherwise, the more exact relation (equation (37)) must be
employed, in which case ~Hmaybe obtained for the particular

H
VdUSS of i’kf~and —MmT, involved.
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The. data accumulated in the tests are useful ‘m verifying
the relations, developed in p-art I, concerning the calculation
of the flow charaderistim at key stations in the duct, the
effects of heat on the over-all flow characteristics, and the
net propulsive force. Comparison of the computed and the
measured values of these characteristics will now be made
in the foregoing order.

Comparison of oalcdated and measured internal-flow
oharaoteristios,-The internal-flow characteristics at the key
stations in the duct were computed from the equations of
part I on” the basis .of the following constants, which
correspond to one of the test conditions with tail B:

H, Btu permon&------------------------------------ 68.2
Vo,

nib per how ------------------------------------ 456
feet per 8cwn&----------------------------------- 669

lb wumia per squarefoot------------------------------ 1653
w slug per cubio foot ---------------------------------- 0.001970
CD,i------------------------------------ ------------ 75

(A~/~o)~_includingMYuserlo------------------------- 0.03

~d-- ------------------------------------------------- 0.93
P4--------------------------------------------------- 0.11
A4 (outlet area), square fret --------------------------- 0.0547

The computed mass-flow coefficient is 0.0399, as compared
with the measured value, 0.0401. The area, 4=0-0403
square foot, which corresponds to the computed mass-flo\v
coefficient, was used in calculating the pressure, the tempera-
ture, and the velocity at each station in the duct according
to the equations of part I. The results are compared with
the mensured data in iigure 18 and show that the flow
characteristic of an efficient system, in which the velocity
distribution is fairly uniform, can be computed with good
accuracy.

Effeots of heat and compressibility on the internal total-
pressure loss,—Table IJI gives a comparison of ‘the meas-
ured variations of total-pressure lees for the tests with the
internal resistance plate ‘with the results computed by
equation (23). Two rates of heating and a range of values of
Mach number are shown. The reduction of the total-pressure
loss with increased heating k due to the decrease in internal
mass flow accompanying the addition of heat. For a given
rate of heating, the total-pressure loss decreases as the
Mach number MO increases in systems with a fixed outlet
size. This result is caused by the appreciable in~rewe in
density of the air at the radiator section of the duct as the
Mach number increases. With a given outlet opening and
fixed rate of heating, the mass-flow coefficient does not
change greatly as the lMach number advances; the increased
density at the radiator section therefore resulted in decreased
velocity ratios through the radiator and in correspondingly
decreased radiator losses. It will be noted from table Ill
that equation (23) predicts both the effects of heating and
of Mach number very accurately.

Effeots of heat and compressibility on the internal mass-
flow rate,—As shown by equation (26), the mass flow
through a system with a given’ outlet area will be reduced
in proportion to the square root of the outlet density,
provided that the internal losses are negligible. Figure -19
compares this theoretical variation with the experimental

0

rem.dte for all of the tests except the runs with the added
internal resistance. The agreement is excellent. I?or these
tests, the decrease in mass-flow rate was independent of
Mach number for a Mach number range from 0.26 to 0.75.

When an appreciable internrd total-pressure loss is premnt,
as in most practical installations, the change in mass-flow
rate no longer varies simply as PIIP but depends on both the
internal resistance and on the Mach number .MO. Table IV
shows the flow variation obtained experimentally with the
resistance plate in the duct and, for comparison, the flow
variations computed by equation (26) and also by tho
approximate equation (27). The exact equation (equation (26))
agrees very closely with the experimental results, but
equation (27) departe appreciably from the experimental
values at the higher Mach numbers. It has been found,
however, that the approximate equation (27), which does
not account for Mach number changes, yields snfliciently
accurate results at Mach numbers below about 0.30,

With an appreciable internal loss, the reduction in mass-
flow rate with heating is less thin the reduction indicated
by the p>p relation. The reduced total-pressure loss accom-
panying the addition of heat in a system with a iixed outlet
opening tends to increase the interred flow and this effect
nullifies to some extent the throttling effect of the heat.

Computation of the net foroe due to the heated internal
flow.-An example of the simple method described in part I
for computing the net force will now be given. The same
duct characteristics and the same initial conditions assunmd
in the preparation of figure 18 will be used. In addition to
the flow characteristics previously listed, the total-pressuro

10SS~=0.238 and the compression ratio ~ = 1.226 am re-

quired. These values were computed from the basic data,
The low-speed drag coefficient without heat is (from

equation (39))

CD,’= 2X0.0401 (1—~~) =0.0103

The drag coefficient without heat but at the design Mach
number ilfO=0.615 is (from fig. 9)

Q~’=0.0103X0.790 =0.0081

From equation (35) (or fig. 8 for M,= O), the efficiency of
the heat cycle is

e~=l —(1.226)*~=0.0565

The drag reduction due to heating is given by equa-
tion (40). The value of CMrequired in this formula is expres-
sed by equation (34), which cannot be evaluated until
equation (40) is evaluated. As a trial value, CMwiU be as-
sumed equal to 1.0. The drag reduction due to heating ie
then, by equation (40)

Ac~_ —=eE~~= _
778X68.2X0.0565X1.()= _ll 0101

m 441X1.009X669 “

The value of the net force is, finally,

QD=CD’+AC.=0.0081 –O.O1O1=–O.OO2O
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“ lf thisfirstapproximation is used for the net force, a value
for m may be computed from equation (34); that is,

1
qf=

l–
(

–0.0020+0.0081 ‘1”04
4XO.040.1 )

With this value for cM,the new value obtained for the thrust
duo to heating is

AO~=–0.0101Xl.04 =-O.0105

and tlm net force is

0.=0.0081–0.0105=–0.0024

No further trialsneed be made in this ex=ple because CMis
so close to unity. The measured value of the net internal
drag for this test condition was – 0.0022. The slight differ-
ence between the measured and the computed remdts indi-
cates the small error involved in the assumption of uniform
outlehvelocity distribution. The foregoing method is exact
except for this assumption.

Comparison of subsonio ram-jet propulsion system with
internal-combustion engine,-The compression ratio corres-
ponding to stagnation pressure in the duct at a Mach number
of 1.0 is srnrdler thrm the values employed in internal-
combustion engines. The ideal heat-cycle efficiency for the
duct system considered in this report (ram jet) is, therefore,
Iowcr at subsonic speeds than for the internal-combustion
engine. A number of energy losses, hovvever, occur d the

‘ use of the internal-combustion engine that do not occur in
tho heated duct flow. These losses may be listed as follows:

1. lMechanical losses in the moving parts of the engine
2. Power required for cooling-air flow
3. Increase in nirplnne drag due to the enO@neinstalla-

tion
4. l?riction and compressibility 10SSCSin the propeller

From a consideration of these factpm, a value of 24 percent
for the thermal efficiency of a typical engine installation was
arrived at. This value does not include the induced losses
in tho propeller slipstream or the compmsibility losses. In
the case of the duct flow, the present results indicate that the
i@al thermal efficiency cm be closely approached if the
ducting losses cm be kept low, Furthermore, the results
of references 4, 5, nnd 7 show that installation of the duct
with suitable inlet and outlet openings can be accomplished
without increasing the airplane drag. A comparison of the
two systems of propulsion is shown in @re 20. The ideal
efficiency of the duct system becomes of comparable magg-
tude to the thermal efficiency of the engine installation at
Mach numbem approaching 1.0.

Tho power recoverable from the cylinder-cooling flow
(((Meredith effect,” reference 1) in a typical air-cooled

engine is also shown in figure 20- The pressuredrop results
given in figure 6 were used to compute the comprwsion
ratio. The heat to be dissipated in cylinder cooling was
assumed to be 0.4 brake horsepower. As shown in the
figure, at a given Mach number, ~“eater recovery is possible
at sea level than at altitude because the required Ap/qO in-

creases rapidly with increase in altitude. The energy

h &fzRW/th all ova!lable heat ~ 1A
added fo duct flow

i?, ,.at stign~fio? .yqsyq----- ..... /

1 I /1 1 ! I I I

A’ Ss0 lew

if.

Fiaum Z1.-(%mparlson of tbe over+dl elllcfency when tlM a“.ellable beat is added [n an
lnternakombustlen engdne and In tbe duct at sk@atkm p-m.

recovery for this air-cooled engine installation thus amounts
to about 3 percent of the brake horsepower at sea level at

JLG=O.60, but at 30,000 feet there would be no recovery at
this speed. For lower speeds at 30,000,feet the effect of the
heat would cause a power loss. .

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

COMPRESSIRIUTY EPFEC?S

The results of both the analytical and experimental parts
of this investigation are summarized as follows:

1. Compression of the air in the duct ahead of the radiator
results in large increases in pressure, temperature, and
density at the flight Mach numbers now commonly attained.

2. The lMach number of the flow in the radiator is an
important parameter governing the flow changes across
the radiator or air-cooled engine. At high internal. Mach
numbers, the density decrease through the radiator duo to
the heat added is greatly aub~ented by the effects of friction
and momentum change. ‘

3. A large increase. ia the pressure drop, corresponding to
this density decrease, occurs for a given mass flow as the
Mach number advances. This increased pressure drop
results partly from increased friction losses and partly from
the change in momentum of the air flow within the radiator.
The magnitudes of thwe compressibility or density-change
effects increase with radiator drag coefficient as well as
with the Mach number.

4. In order to maintain required cooling of air-cooled
engines as the altitude is increased, an increasing volume
rate of air flow is required because of the reduction in atmos-
pheric dmsity. The hfach numbrr of the internal flow
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therefore increwea with altitude and the compressibility
effects consequently become more severe. It appeara that
the usc of a blower to produce adequnb pressure drops at
high altitudea will be required for some existing engines.

5. The maximum possible mass-flow rate is attained when
sonic velocity is reached at any station in the internal flow
system. Increasing the pressure drop after this limiting
condition is reached will not increase the mass-flow rate;
the added energy will be dissipated in internal shock waves.

6“. The attainment of sonic velocity is the limiting possible
flow condition regardless of the rate of heating or the mag-
nitude of the internal-friction losses. Increases in either
of these factors, however, reduce the mass-flow rate obtained
at the limiting flow condition.

7. In conventional cooling~tem arrangements, sonic
velocity would fit be obtained either within the radiator
at the tube exits or at the outl~t opening. Existing air-
coo~ed engines generally employ much higher cooling-air
velocities than an eflicient radiator, and the critical flow
c@ition might occur under flight conditions now attainable.
Calculations for a typical air-cooled-engine installation
indicated that sonic velocity would be attained in the baffle
exits at altitudes ranging fr~m about 40,000 to 45,OOOfeet
if a maximum head temperature of 450° F and a fuel-air
ratio of 030 were maintained.

EFFECmOFHE”A~G

1. In usual internal flow systems heat is adckd in an
exprmdedsectionof the duct where the staticpr-ure is greater
than atmospheric pressure. Under these conditions the
momentum and the kinetic energy of the flow in the wake
me increased. The, ratio of the increased kinetic energy to
the heat energy added is denoted as the eflicicncy of the
energy-recovery process. The momentum increase, which
determines the thrust or drag reduction due to heating, is
related to the kinetic-energy gain by a factor depending on
the relative magnitudes of tho wake velocity and the flight
speed.

2. The thermal efficiency of the recovery process depends
mainly on the ratio of the static pressure in the duct at the
entrance to the heating chamber to the atmospheric pressure
and, to a lesser extent, on the Mach number of the flow in
the duct, and on the rate of heating. Increases in either the
Mach number of the duct flow or the heating rate cause
decreases in the efhciency.

3. An important effect of addition of heat in a corMrint-
area duct is to increase the Mach number of the flow. For
heating rates corresponding to temperature rises of the order
of 2500° F, a Mach number of 1.0 is reached at the end of
tho duct for an inlet Mach number of about 0.2. This criti-
cal or choking inlet Mach number dictates the area expan-
sion required in the diffuser ahead of the combustion chamber.

4. The compression ratio, and hence the eiliciency, in-
creases approximately as the square of the flight Mach num-
ber. Maximum recovery at a given flight Mach number
requires that factors tending to reduce the compression mtio
be _ed. Poor installations having large intemal-
pressurc drops will suiler also from decreased gain from the
heat-recovery process.

5. The power recoverable from the heat added to the cool-.
ing air (Meredith effect) was found to be about 3 percent of
the brake horsepower for an existing air-cooled engine at a
flight Mach number of 0.60 at sea level. At 30,000 feet,
however, no”recovery occurred at this flight Mach number,
and at lower Mach numbers the recovery was negative.

6. The addition of heat in an internal flow system has a
throttling effect on the mass-flow rate. The flow for a given
outlet area decreasea approximately in proportion to the
square root of the outlet density. It is essmtial that this
effect be allowed for in computing the required outlct-
opening size.

.
7. The outlet dynamic pressure ~ Pdrd%does not chango

appreciably with heating bemuse, in most casea, the reduc-
tion in density is nearly offset by an increase in the outlet
velocity term 042. The drag of bodies in the wake, therefore,
would not be changed due to heating, except for possiblo
scdo effects associated with the reduced Reynolds number
in the heated flow. ”

CHARTS AND EQUATIONS

For convcnicnce, tho formuIas and charts showing the
principal heating and compressibility effects are listed as
follows:

(a) Pressure, density, and temperature ahead of radiator:
figures 2, 3, and 4, and equation (5)

(b) Density decrease within tho radiator and across the
radiator: figure 5 .

(c) Pressure drop within the radiator: equation (11) with
the aid of figure 5

(d) Pressure drop across radiator: equation (13) or (14)
with the aid of figure 2 and figure 5

(e) Effect of density change across radktor on the pres-
sure drop: equation (14)

(f) Temperature rise across radiator: equation (18)
@ Required outlet area: equation (28) with the mms-

flow ratio given by equation (26) or (27) or by figure 7
(h) Ideal efllciency of heat-recovery cycle: equation (36)

or (37) or @gure S
(i) Thrust due to the addition of heat: equation (4o)
(j) Net force due to heated internal flow: equation (41)

with the aid of figure 8

CONCLUSIONS .

1. The flow details in an efficient internal flow system with
addition of heat can be computed with good accuracy by the
one-dimensional compressible flow relations presented in
part I.

2. The actual thermal efficiency obtiable from a ram-jet
type of propulsion system is virtually equal to the ideal
thermal efficiency. The thrust available from ram-jets cnn
thus be calculated with good accuracy from simplo theory
if the rate of heat addition to the flow is known accurately.

LANGLEY ME~ORIAL tiRONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COIJm~EE FORAERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., July .2?1,1942.
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. APPENDIX A

CALCULATION OF PRESSURE DROPS REQUIRED FOR COOLING A TYPICAL AIR-COOLED ENGINE AT HIGH ALTITUDES

Basio experimental data .-Test data used to edtablish the

basic sea-level air requirement and pressure drop were
obtained on n I?rntt k Whitney 13-2800-27 engine installed
in rLnacelle in the Ikngley 16-foot high-speed wind tunnel.
Tho operating condition and the basic data obtained were as
follows:

Brake homopowm at 2400 rpm (normal rating), assumsd con-

atmt with altitude -------------------------------------- 1600

Fuel-air mtio -------------------------------------------- 0.10

Air tomporaturq ~Z

OF-----------------: -------------------------------- 100
‘F abs---------------------------------------------- 560

Ma..lmum head temperature
0F-------------------------------------------------- 450
‘F abg---------------------------------------------- 910

Awrago head ternpemtum
0F-------------------------------------------------- 405

OFabs ---------------------------------------------- 866

Mass fiow of cooling air

SIU@/~O -------------------------------------------- 1.165
lb/mo----------------------------------------------- 37.6

Pmumdmp Ap,, in. ofwa@r ----------------------------- 15
Frontil a- Aj, sqft ------------------------------------- 17
Equivdontleaka-mtioA,/A, --------------------------- 0.14

Variation of mass flow of cooling air with altitude.-The
mass flow required to maintain a tied head temperature
dopenck on anumber of variables, buts discussion oftbe
details oftlmvarhtion withaltitudeieconsidered beyondthe
mope of this paper. Arelationcnrrently inuaefordetar-
miningthemass flowwill therefore beused without explana-
tionof its derivation. If a supercharged engine with inter-
coolerie assumed, this relation for themaeflow variation is

The mass-flow calculations will be carried out for values of
the flight Mach number MO equal to 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 through
the altitude range. As pointed out in part I, the temper-
atureahead of the engine Tz depends on the flight speed as
well as on the atmospheric temperature. For Army Summer
Air, the value of T2 was determined from figure 4. For M,
equaI to 0.6, the mass flows computed at altitude by the
foregoing rehation are as follows:

The importance of allowing for the temperature rise caused
by adiabntic compression ~ead of the engine is illustrated
by the sea-level cnse for which the maw flow was only 37.5
pounds per second, the compression effect being neglected,
as compared with 46.3 pounds per second shown in the table.

Details of the pressure-drop maculations,-The required
pressure drop will be computed aa the drop between stations
2 and rz plus the drop in the baflles. If equation (13) is to
be applied to an air-cooled cylinder on which the bafiiing
covers only the rear half of the cylinder, account must be
taken of the fact that approximately half .of the heat is
added to the cooling air ahead of the baflle at virtually
constant pressure. Thus, the density of the air immediately
ahead of the baf3e at station 2a is obtained from the relation

H/2&=l+—
% wT*

The value of H, the heat added to the cooling air, was taken
as the heat equivalent of 0.4 brake horsepower. Thusj
equation (13) for the air-cooled c~”nes becomes

‘) (A2)’P”f+2(t-’)l+f=& (1–: +: z,

in which p,~pa and pg.Jp,9 are obtained from figures 2 and 3,

respectively, for the design values of M,a and A,j/Aj.

The ratio PJP,3 is obtained directly from figure 5 for the

design values of M,z and ODr The friction component of the

engine drag CD,ie assumed to result only from friction witi

the baffles and was obtained from the basic engine data as
follows:

(1) The over-all test pressure drop Ap, was 78 lblsq ft
and PzJpgwas 1.08.

(2) Substituting these values in equation (14) gives

78= AP~iX; (1+1.08)+2X1.07X51 (1.08–1)

+1.07 (51–1)

or

API,= 15.2 lb/sq ft

(3)

(4) By equation (8),

443
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As ~n example, the results of the calculations for a typical
flight speed and altitude are listed in the following table:

[Altitnde 35#oo f~ af,.oao]

%%’(9 ($0 ~~ N (A)
o 497 O.m &oo

033
E%

.Wo7W %
&

.0646
630

1.31
.Cumzxl .0E87 .-....-----

rt .- $j . 4M =6
n % .0M543 .518 ------- ..-

The pressure drop acro~ the engine is

AP,=P,–P,8=132 lb/sq ft

See figure 6 for pressure drops for other altitudes.
In order to illustrate the large error involved in the

neglect of the effects of the densi~ decrease across the engine,
the pressure drop will be computed without regard for these
effects. In this case, the usual assumption is

‘~r=constmt with altitude “
92

or

f~~ ~XAp,X~2=~onstant with altitude

whence
.

0.78 ‘ ~ 32

()’96 m .

=94 lb/sq ft

as compared with the exact value, 132lb/sq ft. (See fig. 6(b).)
The approximate method (equation (14)) for obt~ining

the pressure drop across the engine %ithout detnilcd calcu-
lation of the flow within the baflles w-m found to yield
approximately the same results as the foregoing more exact
analysis except when the velocity of sound was approached
in,the baflles. The approximate method gives no indication
of the attainment of sonic velocity.

.



APPENDIX B

REDUCTION OF DATA FOR TESTS WITH HEAT ADDITION

INTERNAL DRAQ

No information on the subject of computing, from wake-
survey data, the drag due to heated internal flow at high
speeds ha been published. The method to be described is

applicable to the usual experimental case where the rate of
henting and the static and total pressures at the outlet are
measured. The. momentum relation” (equation (21)) “is the
basis of the calculations. When allowance is made for the
nonuniformity of the flow, equation (21) becomes

or

D=s~,p,v,(vo—ob)dlt

JCD=; A, ~P’v’, (v,–o,)dA

It is convenient to write this relation in the form

If the usual resumption is made that the total pressure at
station 6 (where p5=yo) is the same as the outlet total
pressure, the various terms in this relation maybe ev~ua~d
as follows: From the isentropic relation,

and, OISO,

(f)’’=@r

W“=(her[wr
in which the total and static pressures are measured and
1+q is the compressibility factor. A more useful formula
for 1+q than that given in the list of symbols involves the
total and static pressures aameasured in the wake rather than
the wake Mach number. This relation is as follows:

‘-’ +0051LiaJl+~=1+0”357y(l+71)

+oo””’’r’w-0- ‘1+K%9
Similarly, since h,=hb,

W2=(’%9’’2[’RH’2
The only remaining term. required for the evaluation of
equation (42) is (pJ%) 111. The wake ddnsity rat~o p~b

74002u&29 -

depends on two factom: (1) the rate at which heat is added
to the internal flow; and (2) the amount of aerodynamic
heating, which in turn is governed by the Mach number
MO and by the intermil loss. The term (pS/A)ll* may be
evaluated by writing the energy equation between stations O

H the relations p~=po, TO=T6(PJA),po=PogR1’o, c,=&J

pov$
and i140S=— are substituted in this equation, then

-@O

whence.,

() [@Ifi= J
1+ o.2oMo*(qJqo) ‘P .

PI 1+0.20M;+&

These relations for (itJPJ~, (g@lfl, (qdqo)]~, and (Pd~)lP,
when substituted into equation (42), determine the internal
dr~ corresponding to the point in the wake at which the
pre~ures me meas~ed. Integration across the outlet open-
ing gives the required value of the total drag coe5cient due
h the internalflow.

ZXTERNAL DRAG

The equations for the internal drag apply for the external
drag with the following changea:

(1)
(Y=P+lYMEl@)ll”

(2) The integral (equation (42)) is evaluated between the
surface of the model and the outer extremity of the walm.

INTRRNAL MASS-FLOW CORFFI13ENT

C=*O=+’JX%)M

‘H4WW(WM (43)

These are the same quantities as already derived in connection
with the internal drag coeflkient.

CALCULATION OF -’AT-CYCLE EFFICIENCY

The heat-cycle efficiency (equation) can be very con-
veniently computed from the diileremxi between the drag
coticient for the cold condition and the ~~ coefficient for

445
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tie heated condition. J?rom equations (33) and (34),

“m” (cD’–c.) 1– ~
H [

(C.’+c.)
‘H Q 11

(44)

Inasmuch as the mass flow is less for the heated condition
than for the cold condition, the me.a@d internal drag
without heat is therefore greater thdn the dtiired value 11’
which would be measured if the mass flow did not change.
For small variations in mass flow, however, it is possible to
correct accurately the drag for the measured unheated condi-
tion to the hypothetical unheated condition. The relation
between the total-pressure loss for the desired unheated con-
dition and for the measured unheated condition is

H’=(:).($u
The outlet total pressure for the desired condition is, then,

With this value for h,, the desired value of CD’ is computed

directly from equation (42). This value of U.’ permits
computation of e= from equation (44).

Equation (44) may be used to evaluate CHeither for the
wake-survey valuea of c. and c.’ or for the force-test values
of these drag coefhcients.
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